
Succession Semi Dry
Bottle Code: ALCDC001- 24X16.9 OZ I  Keg Code: ALCDC006- 1/6 Barrel Steel Keg 
Style: New World Modern Cider  I  ABV: 5.5%  I  Seasonality: Year Round

Descendant Dry
Bottle Code: ALCDC005- 12X24.4 OZ I  Keg Code: ALCDC007- 1/6 Barrel Steel Keg 
Style: New World Heritage Cider I  ABV: 6.9% I  Seasonality: Harvest vintage released 
when mature

Pomme Semi Dry
Bottle Code: ALCDC003- 12X24.4 OZ I  Keg Code: ALCDC004- 1/6 Barrel Steel Keg 
Style: New World Fruit Cider  I  ABV: 6.5%  I  Seasonality: Year Round

Descendant’s original cider, Succession is a blend of 6 different apples chosen for flavor and 
complexity blended with fresh unfermented cider to balance the acidity with subtle sweetness 
to create an off dry, balanced cider perfect for everyday. Glintcap Silver Medal Winner.

Descendant Dry is the cider that the idea for Descendant was built around. Specific varieties of apples 
blended pre-fermentation for their distinct characteristics. At it’s core it uses Northern Spy and Wine-
sap apples. They contain just the right amount of tannin and acidity to create a brilliant, dry minerality 
in a balanced cider. Five time Glintcap Silver Medal Winner.

Descendant’s Pomme Cider was an experiment in balance. In their quest for perfection, they searched 
for a fruit-addition to add to their cider that would create the perfect balance between acidity, sweet-
ness and astringency, the building blocks of all great ciders. What they found was the tannin bomb that 
is the pomegranate. Simply the perfect fruit to achieve this balance and complexity. They then paired 
it with a subtle hint of distilled hibiscus flowers for a fragrant floral aroma to cap it all off. This is their 
version of NYC rosé cider. Glintcap Silver Medal Winner.

Descendant Cider Company |  Queens,  NY 
Descendant Cider Company is the first cider company to be established in the Five Boroughs. They began by sourcing the best real 
apples for their ciders from all over New York State and  continue to do so as they expand their range of traditional and innovative 
ciders. Descendant is constantly exploring the world of cider production techniques and the best ingredients to make world class 
ciders that represent the vibrant, exciting city we all live in.

New York City Cider

4 pm cutoff  for  al l  next-day alcohol  deliveries

SCHEDULE DETAIL

For any questions,  please email  our Merchandising team at merchandising@baldorfood.com
Visit  our website for  a ful l  availabil ity  l ist  and more information about Descendant Cider Company!
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